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the Attorney General, and the " Histo rical Defense Fund" is
bei ng formed t o develop arguments, raise money, and
eventually prosecute a case t o obtain a legal decision on
t he pertinenc e of the .CEQA to archaeologic al resources.
For further information _on t he HDF, and the problem in
general, contact To m King .
TOM KING
Marc h 10, 197 3

THE NATIONAL REGISTER

CARD WORKSHOP ON CALIFORNIA AND GREAT BAS IN
ARCHAEOLOGY: Archaeologists from a ll over the state
met at Davis on March 3 to hold a works hop on current
research in "Ecology and Human Adapta tion in California
and the Great Basin." A coffee-break discussion includes
(foreground , from left to right) Paul Schumacher, Linda
King, Dave Fredrickson, Dwight Simons, Chester King,
To m King, Po lly Pickel, Ron Hanson, and To m Blackburn.
Pho tog raph by Tom Ka ufman .

The National Register of Hi s toric P laces at present
has a total of 2 9 California archaeo logical sites. Only
three of these are in southern Ca lifornia . The great
majority throughout Ca lifornia a re inland , rather than
coastal sites . They t e nd to emph as ize those sites. with
special features- petrglyphs, bedrock mortars , etc . We
must obviously be very careful in choosing which sites
to nominate for the National Re.gister it if is not to become
meaning less. We should strive for a good balance a mong
crite ria such as special features , historica l ass ociations,
and scienti fic resources if the N ationa l Regi ster is to be
of greatest use t o the public . So far, the list is a good
one . The complete li st as of 8 Dece mber 1972 fo llows
(as furnished to me by Mr . John H. Michael , Supervisor,
History Preservation Section , State Department of Parks
and Recreatio n) . The sites listed by county are as fo llows :
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•

As announced in the last NEWSLETTER, the draft
"Guidelines for Implementation of th e Californi a
Environm e nta l Q uality Act of 197 0 , " iss ued in December by
th e St ate Resou rces Agency, specifically defined as a
"significant impact o n the environment" any action that
"distrupts, alters or des troys an historic or archaeologica l
s ite , or its immediate surroundings." I n the fina l "Guide lines "
i ssued in February, a ll such mention o f archaeo logical
'
C:ources was deleted . It can b e predicted tha t t his .
__ ietion, especially after the earlier clear inclus ion , w ill
be interpreted by .many lo cal p la nners and lawmakers to
mea.n th a t archaeo logy n eed n ot · be cons ider e d in makin g
environmental decisions.
Ar c haeologists, his t o rians, and o t hers are urge ntly
.
rotes ting the Agency's unexpected action; t he Archaeologic a l Task Force expects t o requ est a legal clarification fro m
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Since the berms migrate up and down the beach slopes
due to water level and wind, there is a constant change
from year to year of covering and uncovering of material.
For example, in the City of Los Angeles Aqueduct system
which tr,ansits the length of Owens Valley, the Tinemaha
Reservlour is an outstanding example of the above. For_ _
years now, rock hounds and surface collectors have
collected here in the months of September through Novem er
when the reserviour has been drawn down to the main
channel of the Owens River. Projectile points from
"bird point" size to (ceremonia 1?) blades each 3 O. 5 :x 5
0. S ems. of obsidian have been collected, particularly
on the eastern shores, by the more adventurous collectors.
My conclusions ech.o Gerald R. Gates' with additional
measures added:
1) Establishment of several permanent survey stations
peripheral to the normal water surface elevation 1
preferably by the parent agency of the reserviour site.
Mapping of sites could be tied to these points. In addition
geologists and seismologists would benefit from these
stations in the event of any faulting or earth movement in
the area.
2) A reassessment and survey of the older reservoirs
throughout California. An inspection of reservoir records
to determine annual and maximum draw dawn and length of
time in which site survey and pas sible test pitting could
be accomplished.
The dry years would have the greatest probability of
recovery of information thought to have been lost forever.
Think about it!
LYLE A. KENNEY

Oct. 20

Coyote Creek Archeological District
Poverty Flat Site
Olsen Petroglyphs (4-Sha-39)
Benton Tract Site
Cow Creek Petroglyphs
Dersch-Taylor Petroglyphs
Hawley Lake Petroglyphs (4-Sie-l)
Kyburz Flat Site (4-Sie-41)
Sardine Valley Archeological District
Stampede Site (4-Sie-S44)
Duncans Landing Site (4-Son-SB)
Ranch Site (4-Son-202)
Delta Meadows Site (4-Sac-76)
Bennett Mound (4-Sac-16) (Destroyed)
Joe Mound (4-Sac-31)
Woodlake Site (4-Sac-39)

March 5, 1973

SARG

KEITH A. DIXON

feedback
Dear Editor:
Re: "Does Long-term Flooding Harm S'ites?" by
Gerald R. Gates (NEWSLETTER Vol. 7, No. 1) .
Old and new reserviors may reveal sites which were
never recorded, particularly unlined water storage
reserviours subject to seasonal fluctuation in run-off and
water demand. Miniature beach terraces begin to form on
slopes as the water surface level is drawn down by use
demand.
Inds and in some instances motorboats cause waves
to form and build terraces and berms of sand and gravei
(cf. Waves and Beaches, W. Bascom, 19 64). A walk
along the terraces and berms will reveal any lithic
cultural items, sherds and on occasion bone that may be
in the immediate vicinity. The wave action will sort and
classify according to weight and size. It the soil is
firm, cohesive or well cemented, such features as fire
pits, roasting pits, post holes, etc. , may also be
revealed by coloration of the soil or alignment of rock.

•

The Southwestern Anthropological Research Group
(SARG) held its 197 3 meeting March 31 to April 1 at
Arizona State University. SARG consists' of a group of
Southwestern archaeologists interested in testing hypotheses
of mutual concern. To date they have focused on the
question, "Why are population aggregates located where
they are?" considering why such populations have
differed in size and location through time. The development
of the group and its research design is described in "The
Distribution of Prehistoric Population Aggregates" (Prescott
College Anthropological Reports, No. l, 1971) and the
proceedings of its second annual meeting in Number 3 of the
Prescott College reports.
Anthropologists interested in the problem of explaining
the spatial distribution of population units are invited to
participate by mail with the group. Write for further
information on SARG to Geoffrey A. Clark, Dept. of
Anthropology, Arizona S.tate University, Tempe, AZ 85281.
From MA NEWSLETTER
February, 1973
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The Indians of Humboldt County have promoted a much
more useful ordinance, which forbids disturbance of any
"cemetery" (broadly defined) without permission, which in
turn requires prior consultation with the Indian communities
concerned. "Disturbance" is specified to include
construction projects and the like. This ordinance,
combined with the vigilance of the Indian people themselves
by TOM KING
has had a salutary effect both on construction and on
'
pothunting. Its inadequacy, I think, lies in the facts that
a) it does not specifically apply to .non-historic sites, and
Two issues ago we discussed the Mammoth decision
b) it puts the burden of establishing the importance of an
and its potential effects on archaeology. This important
area on the Indians; there is not requirement that proposed
court decision is largely going to be interpreted and
project areas be surveyed in advance to ascertain their
implemented by local agencies, so this is an opportune time
significance. This is natural enough, since the Indians
to give some preliminary consideration to archaeological
are primarily concerned with sites whose locations they
legislation on the city and county level.
know quite well but it just doesn't work as overall
In 19 6 7 , Marin County was the first county in the
archaeological legislation.
state (and probably in the nation) to adopt a specific
The Mammoth decision, as noted last issue, starts us
ordinance pertaining to archaeology (cf. McGimsey 1972:
l playing in a new ball game. The specific emphasis of the
232-234, King 1968). Marin's ordinance basically asserts
CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act) is on prethe County's concern for its archaeological resources,
construction evaluation of environmental impacts, which
whether on public or private land, and requires that no
when translated into archaeologese means surveys. If the
archaeological site be disturbed for any reason without a
project is determined to have an impact on environmental
permit from the County. Permits, in turn, are only is sued
values, a program of mitigation must be proposed, and the
upon the approval of a committee of archaeologists, and
local agency responsible may make thier permit to proceed
the ordinance provides that, while permission to destroy
conditional on providing such mitigation. Mitigation,
a significant site can be given, in this event the destroyer
archaeologically, will hopefully most usually mean
must be required at least to provide 60 days for salvage;
( ~rotection, via open-space planning and so on, but
presumably he"can be required to provide more time, funds,
Lccasionally may mean salvage.
etc., though to my knowledge this has never happened. The
Counties and cities are responding to the Mammoth
ordinance further requires that if archaeological materials
decision in various ways, issuing various kinds of
are encountered in the course of construction, work must
guidelines and reviewing impact statements in various ways.
cease until the place is looked at by an archaeologist and
Unfortunately, many are not requiring archaeological
prov is ion for protection or salvage made. Violation is a
studies as a part of impact evaluations, and those that do
misdemeanor, compounded every day the violation continues.
often only require t_hat "known" sites be attended to The main problem with the Marin approach is that it
" kno_wn" usually meanin-g sites recorded on the National
Jces the burden of identifying potentially threatened sites
Register (SCA NEWSLETTER 6:5) or in some state file
on the archaeologist and/or the planning department, which
There are some g.ood models, however, San. Diego c~unty
administers the permit program. ·In Marin this isn't too big
pretty much requires archaeological considerations in all
a problem, since a fair part of the County has been surveyed
i1:1pact statements, and other counties are moving in this
and there are quite a few archaeologists around to keep on
direct10n. The City of Huntington Beach contracted with
top of situations, but it demonstrably has resulted in some
Ar.chaeological Research, Inc. for a complete. survey of the
site-lass over the last few years. Further, Marin's
City, and the resultant data are available for use in impact
approach now appears outmoded in view of the requirements
asse.ssments. The Cities of Santa Rosa and Petaluma have
of the Environmental Quality Act as interpreted in the
received. ~a~s .?epicting areas of "differential archaeologiMammoth case, and it now appears to stand in the way of
cal sensitivity based on fairly extensive extant survey
a more adequate program.
data; it's. proposed that in highly sensitive areas (along
Inyo County has an ordinance forbidding disturbance of
all c_reeks, etc.), an activity that disturbs the ground and
"Indian burial grounds ... for the purpose of examination,
requires a city permit, right down to single-family house
exhumation, or removal .of human remains therein, or for the
construction, will require an archaeological evaluation.
purpose of collecting humap artefacts interned with said
In areas of low sensitivity only major projects will require
remains" (McGimsey 1972:230). This ordinance was drafted
su:'eys, and in areas of very low sensitivity (the frequently
in' response to Indians' complaints about "archaeologists,"
built-over downtown and some fully surveyed areas where
and it shows. The ordinance does not spedfically forbid
no sites are known) no archaeological evaluations will be
disturbance of graves by anybody not interested in
required.
"examination, exhumation, etc." - in other words it
.
The County of Riverside is in the process of implemenstops archaeologists but not housing contractors. Though
trng a. prog.ram that I like to think will be the best yet.
archaeological excavation is supposed to be permissible
The Rivers_ide Package, produced by the County Historicai
with an appropriate permit, the permit can only be granted
Commission, includes 1) an historical di.strict ordinance
upon the approval of the Coroner, the Superintendent .of
permitting the establishment of historical districts withi~
Schools, and the Board of Trustees of the local Indian
the county,· establishing zoning provisions for such
community. A test of this prov is ion in 19 6 8 revealed that
districts, etc., 2) a provision for County interaction
it was impossible for the UCLA Archaeological Survey to
with state and federal landholders on matters of historic
't these august gentlemen together to consider a permit,
and prehistoric resource protection, 3). an ordinance_
.
_ ,d to my knowledge nobody has ever gotten one.
requiring that all construction projects and other ~-cbvities
Naturally, this cloesn't deter the pothunters, who go their
related to modification of the ground be preceded by an
way unimpeded. Last spring one of the Indian communities
archaeological evaluation leading to a mitigation
itself was found destroying a site in advance of campground
proposal, and 4) provision for a County archaeological
ons truction. Inyo' s ordinance, in short, does little to
staff composed of anthropology students employed halfrotect sites according to either an archaeological or an
time by the County under the supervision of a profess ion al.
Indian interpretation.
·
archaeologist. The staff, which by virtue of its composi-
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tion is closely tied to the ongoing research programs of
such local insitutions as U. C. Riverside, is responsible
for conducting the archaeological elements of impact
studies required in advance of county public works and
for reviewing i!J'lpact statements prepared on private
projects . The R'i verside Package is currently undergoing
review by County officials, but it is sufficiently sure of
acceptance that at least one County Archaeologist has
already been employed.
Although the counties and cities are looking to the
state for guidance, it appears relatively unlikely that much
positive inspiration will be received from that quarter.
(See note on Resources Agency elsewhere in this issue).
It thus behooves each arechaeologist interested in improving
his locality to get after the cities and counties of his area
himself. How? I have some suggestions:
Watch the newspapers: projects on which impact
statements are being prepared or reviewed ar at least
likely to be listed in the vital statistics sections,
under "Actions of the Supervisors", or some such
place, and often are in the headlines. You should be
able to find out where the impact statements are
available for public review. You can then review them
and, if you find them archaeologically inadequate,
start complaining to the Planning Department, Board of
Supervisors, or whoever will listen.
1)

2} Drop in at your local planning office and ask. them
what they're doing about archaeology under terms of the
the Mammoth decision. Often they'll have a friendly
· flak-catcher whose job it is to satisfy eco-freaks,
but since they probably never will have thought about

~NNOUNCEME~Ts]
BAAC

The Bay Area Archaeological Cooperative will meet
on Sunday, May20, at the Novato Prehistory Museum,
2100 Novato Blvd., Novato. At ll:OO Charles Slaymaker
will give a talk on the results of his work at Miller Creek,
followed by a 12:30 Potluck lunch, and a 2:00 business
meeting. This should be an exceptionally interesting
meeting, as the Marin-138 site has yielded the earliest
radio-carbon date in the North Bay area,
At the last BAAC meeting it was decided that in order
to get through the growing volume of business, an
Executive Committee composed of Coordinator, Secretar)r,
and committee chalrmen, should meet between regular
meetings. The first Executive Committee meeting of this
kind will be on Friday, April 6, at 10:00 A.M., at the
home of Shirley Lee, 880 Lathrop Drive, _Stanford.
SHIRLEY LEE

Sf~~
There will be two changes in staff positions at the
UCLA Archaeological Survey during 1973. Steve Botkin, a
new graduate student in Anthropology, has taken over Dean
Decker's position as Survey Archaeologist. Dean has
· ~eparted from the UCLA grind to live in the desert and work

archaeology before you' 11 have an element of surprize
.going for you and you may be able to talk with somebody important. If you KNOW somebody important,
of course, all the better.
3. Get on citizens' advisory committees. All
California counties are required to work up "openspace" elements for their general plans prior to the
•
end of the fiscal year, and many have citizens'
committees to help. Join up, and you 're likely to find
it a good way to slip archaeology into the planning
process. If your county has a historical commission,
it can be tremendously powerful; if not, the county
historical society at least usually includes prestigious
people sympathetic to archaeological concerns.

_

4) Have a good idea what you want, and don't get
stampeded into, say, supplying a map of all known
sites, or guessing about good and bad areas on the
basis of lousey data. If you want further cheap
advice, contact me. If you want the Riverside Package,
contact the Archaeological Research unit, University
of California, Riverside, CA 92502.

REFERENCES
King, T.F.
19 68 "County Antiquities Legislation; New Hope for
Archaeological Preservation," American Antiguitv
33:4.
McGimsey, C.R. III
1972 Public Archaeology. Seminar Press, New York.
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an archaeological consultant. Nels on Leonard will be
leaving his position as Chief Archaeologist this Fall.
Clewlow, a recent Ph.D. from Berkeley, will take over in
September. The Chief Archaeologist position has been
•
changed to a post-doctoral position; in addition to his
present duties, the Chief Archaeologist may teach the
Archaeology Field Course and the laboratory techniques
course.
Nelson plans to return to school at UCLA and continue
his Ph.D. Local programs in archaeology should not chan~e
since Steve is interested in the long term use of maritime
resources by hunters and gatherers and plans work on
Catalina· Island and the Santa Monica Mountains. Nelson
will be writing his dissertation on the Santa Monica
Mountains and will be available to direct student research in
that region.
NELSON LEONARD
UCLA Archaeological Survey
March 20, 1973
dS

STATE PERMIT REQUIRED FOR FIELD WORK IN NEVADA
The Board of Trustees· of the Nevada State Museum has
asked me to inform all SCA members who are planning field
projects in Nevada archaeology to obtain an application
for a State of Nevada Antiquities Permit. Nevada law
requires that such permit be obtained regardless of
federal jurisdiction over 86% of Nevada lands. This may
sound like more bureaucratic nqnsense, but in recent
years, all too often, we have had to field irate letters
from Nevada citizens wanting to know what Sassafras
State College, California was doing digging. hel.l D_ut of
their favorite collecting J!pOt, More often than not, we
had to tell them that we did not know Sassafras State was
in there,, and they shouldn't be collecting anyway.
Nevada Antiquities Act Permit Applications ;nay be
obtained from The .Nevada State Museum, Carson City,

a

•

Nevada 89701. Permits are issued on the basis of
professional qualifications of the applicant, and choice
of an area where 'there are no on-going projects.
DONALD R. TUOIN
Curator of Anthro"pology
Nevada State Museum

COYOTE

I

EBER ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY
•

The Kroeber Anthropological Society will hold its
Annual Meeting on Saturday, May 19, from 9 to 5, t? be
followed by a cocktail hour and dinner at the Twentieth
Century Club in Berkeley. The meetin? is op.en to all
· nterested persons. Those interested in making
~eservations for the dinner or wishing further information
should contact the Society President, Mike Stephens,
Anthropology Department, Kroeber Hall, U. C. Berkeley.

TWO

NEW

MUSEUMS

OPEN IN

HILLS

NORTHWEST

Visitors to northwestern California may want to visit two
new museums that display archaeological material and are
developing archaeological programs. The Novato Prehistory
Museum was developed thanks to the vigorous activity of
David Dipple, formerly a member of the Novato Senior
High School Archaeology Club; the modern, 2-story structure
which stands on and protects site 4-Mrn-365, provides
laboratory and storage space for Marin County archaeologists
as well as a full floor of displays on Marin County
archaeology, paleontology, and geology. Opening is
expected in late January, with John McBeath of College of
Marin serving as interim volunteer director. Funds are
being sought for a permanent staff to permit full-time
operation.
The new Mendocino County Museum, 400 E. Commercial
S'
t, Willits, is now open with about 1/3 of all
di-.-.cays complete. Headed by professional museologist
rbert Pruett, this very large, modern facility is the
ult of years of active fund-raising by the Mendocino
unty Historical Society. Thanks to a donation by 1-ocal
•
doctors and dentists, who purchased a large private
collection, the Museum has a considerable amount ofarchaeological material, on which provenience data is
slowly being acquired. This material, along with a vast
amount of historical artifacts, provides the basis for a
number of very well-done displays. As an official County
agency in an area that has seen little realization of its
immense archaeological potential, with an enthusiastic
Director and a. Secretary who has weathered both the UCB
Anthropology Department and Valley Fever at Buchanan
Reservoir, the Museum has a great potential as a center
for northwestern California archaeology.
TOM KING
January ll, 1973
SIERRA NEVADA RESEARCH
The February is sue of the Sierra Club's Loma Prietan
contained the following request for information. _
An effort to prepare a compilation of res earch,-needs of
the Sierra Nevada is currently under way by John Stanley,
Director of Field Research, Sierra Club Impact Study.
Anyone who knows of resource projects being conducted
ir '\ of the biological and physical science areas are
u1 J to contact Stanley at the Club office, Mills Tower,
San Francisco, CA 94104.
Information desired is the name of the researcher, topic
or special interest, institution of affiliation. When the
t of projects is collated it will be printed and copies
tributed to those interested.
•

At Coyote Hills Regional Park in Fremont, an Indian
village site is being used as the thematic base of the
environmental education program. The site, Ala-32 8, is
set up as an amphitheatre, with the face of the dig as a
backdrop. The programs that are done here center on both
the archaeological and anthropological aspects of the mound.
Coyote Hills is one of three Regional Parks dedicated
to environmental education. Our goal is to integrate
natural history and cultural history for the development of
an environment al land ethic. With the aid of artifacts
and dioramas, the Indian Mound Program stresses the
relationship between the Ohlone Indians and the land which
supported them. Emphasis is placed on both resource
management and spiritual aspects of Indian culture. In a
time when western civilization fa~es the possibility of
failure, we present the Indians as an example of success.
In this context, we see them as the teachers in a course on
survival.
This program is run during the week for classes from Bay
Area schools and on weekends for the general public. In the
future we hope to augment our out-door programs with an
indoor exhibit area including displays on the Ohlone Indians
and the techniques used to explore their history. If you
are interested in this program, or wish to schedule a.
group visit, call us at (415) 471-4967, or write to:
Coyote Hills Regional Park
Attn. Norm Kidder
8000 Patterson Ranch Road
Fremont, CA 94536.

FAIRVIEW INDIAN SITE IN NATIONAL REGISTER
The Fairview Indian Site (Ora-58) in Costa Mesa,
Orange County, has been added to the National Register
of Historic Places, and it now appears certain that the
site will not be destroyed. The SCA Committee on the
Fairview Site has been working for several years to protect
it. The site was in danger because it was on some
extremely valuable land that had been declared surplus
and was to have been sold off by the state at a huge
profit for private development. However, many people
came to the rescue and the land has now been purchased·
by Orange County for wilderness and park use. Our task
now is to insure the preservation of the site with only
minimum excavation for the purpose of developing an
educational exhibit which will hopefully emphasize the
values of scientific archaeology.
Entry into the National Register was based on the
merits of the site as a scientific and educational resource,
not on the site's beauty or historical associations (it has
neither) • It is expected that this fact will carry great
weight with both the county officials and the public when
the plans are drawn up for the development of the site and
surrounding area.
KEITH A. DIXON, Chairman,
SCA Committee on the Fairview

Indian Site
Cal. State Univ. , Long Beach
January 25, 1973
CALL FOR FIELD WORK RESUMES
Future field salvage and testing projects with David
D. Smith and Associates will involve large numbers of
qualified field personel. Please send resumes to Ronald
V. May, PO Box 929-E, San Diego, CA 92115,
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, CHICO

SUMMER
FIELD SCHOOLS
A list of thirty-two summer field classes is available
on request from R. E; W. Adams, Secretary, SAA, Dean of
Humanities and Social Sciences, University of Texas at
San Antonio, San Antonio, Texas 78284.
The list includes. excavations in most parts of the
country., Of special interest is a program for high school
students on Paleo-Indian adaptation in the. Shenandoah
Valley between July 2 and July 27 for a fee of $200.
For further information· and applications write Dr. William
M. Gardner, Dept. of Anthro., Catholic University of
America, Washington DC 20017.
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Buchanan Canyon (4-SDi-1300) will be the site of a new
summer session archaeology class for the University of
San Diego. Assistant Professor James Robert Moriarty III
will be director of the dig and Richard Coyer will serve as
assistant site director. The class will begin the last
part of July and will run for six weeks. It will be offered
for three units in either history or anthropology, graduate or
undergraduate 'credit,
A stream cut in the flo·or of Buchanan Canyon has
yielded a large assemblage of quartzite core and flake
tools. Many of these artifac;:ts have a distinct similarity
to those discovered at Texas Street by Dr. George F.
Carter. However, in this case the artifacts are more
numerous and of unquestionable human manufacture. Nine
specific tool types have been identified already. The lack
of milling stones and projectile points indicates a predesert complex, and the site may possibly predate the San
Dieguito complex (10, 000 B. P. in Southern California).
All previous work has been confined to controlled surface
collections. The purpose of the summer class will be to
find artifacts in situ. Hopefully datable material will
also be uncovered as well. With the close proximity of
Buchanan Canyon to Texas Street, less than one mile away,
and the typological similarity of the two ass~mblages
there may be cause for correlation between the two sites.
This work may provide a final answer to the Texas Street
controversy. For further information write Richard J.
Coyer, University of San Diego.
UC DAVIS
The University of California, Davis, will offer a six
week summer course (Anthropology S 195) in archaeological
Field Techniques from June 18 to July 27. Students will
participate in on-going investigations of the prehistoric
ecology and subsistence economy in the Central Valley of
California. The sites to be studied have been selected
both for their importance to the investigation and to give
students the widest possible range of excavation and
laboratory experience. Total cost for the 9 unit course
(including tuition and living expenses) is $350. For
further information contact Peter Schulz, Dept. of
Anthropology, University C>f California, Davis, CA 95616.

California State University, Chico will conduct its
seventh Summer School in Archaeology in Butte County,
northern California. This area is rich in archaeological
remains and affords the student an unusual opportunity
to study complex village sites with substantial midden
deposits, numerous structures (semi-subterranean pit •
ho us es) and a variety of stone, bone and shell artifacts
reflecting complex hunting and gathering societies.
Specific field research will involve the excavation of one
or more Indian village sites.
Both graduate and undergraduate credit will be., given
(six units each), Students will be housed together in a
residence hall on campus. Meals will be provided 5 days
a week. The total fee of S389.00 includes tuition,
rent, and meals (except week-ends). For further information
contact Keith L. Johnson, Dept. of Anthropology,
California State University, Chico, CA 95926.

$1000 MANUSCRIPT AW ARD
IN ANTHROPOLOGY
Beginning in 1973, the Southern Anthropological Society
w.ill offer an annual award for the book-length manuscript
that best descrtbes and interprets the people or culture of a
distinctive New World population. The subject may be
prehistoric / historic, or contemporary.
Any interested student of the cultures and societies of
the New World is eligible to submit a manuscript. The
purpose of the award is to encourage distinguished writing
in anthropology. No substantial part of any manuscript
submitted can have been published previously, nor can the
manuscript be under submission for any other award, nor
under consideration by any publisher other than the
sponsoring Press.
.
The most desirable length for manuscripts is approxima100 :ooo words / but longer or shorter ones. will be cons i d .
· Manuscripts are to be sent to the Chairman of the
Awards Committee, from whom additional information may be
obtained: Charles Hudson, Chairman, SAS Awards Committe, Dept. of Anthro., UniversitY of Georgia, Athens,
Georgia 30601.

A

Historic Archaeology
THE JAMES MOONEY AWARD
The John M. Goggin Award for Method and Theory in
Historical Archaeology has been established this year by the
Conference on Historic Site Archaeology . Any member of the·
. Conference is eligible to submit an entry in competition for
the $500 Prize to be presented at their annual meeting
Manuscripts should be original, unpublished works, not
over 30,000 words, in double-spaced ribbon copy. Footnotes
and bibliography should follow the format of American
Ant:lguity .
.JO.ntries, accompanied by a 1-page abstract, and the name,
address, title and place of occupation of the applicant,
should be sent by June 1, 1S73, to Stanley South, Chairman,
Goggin Award Committee, Conference on Historic Site
Archaeology, Institute of Archaeology. and Anthropology, A
University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208.
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has been so great that they are now showing the program
twice nightly, on every other Wednesday evening.
Current films emphasize the California Indians, and
include "Indians and Chiefs," which focuses on contemporary problems of Indians in Los Angeles, and "Way o:
Our Fathers," a "return to the values of qur ancestors"
project launched by Northern California Indians.
has just
held its first Annual Meeting. Russell Croasdale,
President, states that the group will hold a two-day field
A regular coiumn by
trip to nearby areas, led by a botanist, who will give a
LYNN HUDSON,
short course in plant identification and the use of plants
Valley Archaeological Society
for food in prehistoric times. It should be a most
colorful session, for the rains have made the desert
We have been asked to put together a
that will
bloom in profusion. The AVAS will also have an exhibit,
help the many avocational groups in California communicate
in conjunction with Antelope Valley College, at the
with one another, and with the professional community of
annual
Wildflower Festival in Lancaster.
archaeologists. The recognition by the Sodety for
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESOURCE:
California Archaeology that our efforts are being noted and
UCLA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
that our contribution is important to the long range goals of
archaeology is very gratifying, indeed.
(Our thanks to Nelson Leonard III, UCU> ArchaeologiAs dedicated amatuer archaeologists, we share a strong
cal Survey)
bond. We also, I might add, share many of the same
The UCLA Archaeological Survey has on file a great
problems. These difficulties may be easier to surmount if
quantity of unpublished information pertaining to southern
we can air the problems that any group may encounter in
California prehistory. Manuscripts, field notes, and
guilding a solid, viable program to attract, hold, and
site reco. s are available to professionals, students, and
involve their members. If we can share not only the rough
avoca tionalis ts with legitimate interests in these data.
spots, but pass along to others the things that we find
There is an emphasis on southern California coastal
successful, there can be nothing but benefit to the cause
archaeology, where most of the Survey' s work has been
of archaeology.
oriented toward student training. Several summer field
What works well for one group may not be the answer
schools and federal contracts have produced additional
for another. There are, however, things that should be
coverage for the foothills of the northern Sacramento
rendered uniform to be effective. The SCA has started
Valley.
work, for instance, on a program of accreditation for
Although we have site records and
for the
amateur archaeologists, modeled after the successful
southern Sierra Nevada, the desert, and the far south
Arkansas Archaeological Survey program. We hope to offer
coast (San Diego County and Baja Califronia), the staff
a full report on the progress being made toward imp·Iementing of the Survey can best help those that are intersted in
:his program in the next issue of the NEV'ISLETTER.
Southern California coast and island archaeology (7000 BC
In this column, we will also point out such aids a;;
to historic
. Our interests lie, particularly in the
research facilities, of which the smaller groups, in
last 300 0 years, during which complex society, large
particular, might not be aware.. We will fnvestigate the
populaUons, and far reaching trade relationships
variety of programs offered by various societies. We will,
developed.
hopefully, be able to provide answers or
response
For students and avocationalists who wish to learn more
to questions posed by individuals or groups.
about the identification of archaeological materials, there
We will shortly publish a list of the known avocational
are collections under analysis throughout the year. For
societies in the state, so groups may also communicate
comparative purposes, most all of the collections
with each other directly, and better coordinate their
excavated by UCLA are stored in the Anthropology Museum;
efforts in neighboring areas. Each area poses specific
·these collections may be viewed if arrangements are made
in advance through the Survey. In addition, the Survey
problems that may be solved by another association in
has several reference collections: bead type
your reg ion.
shell collection, and faunal type collection.
Whether you are an older, established organization,
For those more interested in observing field work, the
an infant group with growing pains, or merely a glint in the
Survey sponsors field work the year round. However, we
eye of one enthusiastic amateur, we want to hear
try and restrict large scale projects to the summer months.
you. Let u.s, communicate, for the benefit of all.
We usually do know of current field work carried out by
GROUP NEWS
other individuals or institutions, in case we do
have
projects that can be visited. With the exception of our
has plans afoot for a
collection o.f Harrington notes for the Chuma sh and the
Friends of the Adobes, they have· "reserved" an area on the
Gabrieleno, we have very little ethnographic information
grounds of the recently restor_ed Adobe near the San Miguel
to offer.
M{ssion for a prehistory museum. A fountain will
The counties that we have relatively complete site
mark the site until plans can be proposed and explored.
records for are San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara*, Kern,
Moorpark College Archaeolooical Survey Association
Inyo, Ventura*, Los Angeles*, San Bernardino, Riverside,
has established a telephone "chain, to communicate news
Orange, Imperial, and San Diego, The starred counties
and information quickly to all of their members and frit;Jnds.
are counties that we possess quantities of additional
As in a chain letter, it operates on a principle of "each
information for.
one calls one," ·starting at the top of the list and
continuing to the end.
The Santa Cruz Archaeological Society, in cooperation
with the Santa Cru:z, City Museum, is offering a continuing
series of archaeological and anthropological films. The
response to the film series, which started in December,
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Column No. 3
David L. Weide
Curator, Geology Museum
UCLA
"ste'a.tite (Mineral.) A massive variety of talc, used for
utensils- soapstone,'' (Webster)
"The compact variety of pyrophyllite resembles the form of
talc called 'steatite'. Because of the similarity of the two
minerals it is ·likely that some of the material marketed as
talc is in fact pyrophy llite. " (Deer, Howie, and and
Zussman; The Rock Forming Minerals, Vol. 3, P. llS).
"A lot of the stuff in the basement of Hairies Hall that's
labeled 'steatite' probably isn't! (Dave Weide to Chester
King, 1967).
Carved stone objects are among the most interesting
and esthetically beautiful artifacts recovered from
California archaeological s 1tes. But are they carved from
ste.atite and, if not, what difference does it make in any
anthropological interpretation of material culture? The
answers to these questions bear on our recurring theme of
availablity-source-trade-contact relationships between
the coastal and interior groups of Indians.
In an earlier column I introduced the Franciscan
Formation as an extensive melange (read 'wastebasket')
of metamorphic, sedimentary, and volcanic rocks. Among
these components there arE;! numerous local deposits of
hydrothermally altered ultrabsic rocks, victims of a process
called "steatitization". /The product of this alteration,
commonly occurring as l,enticular veins and along fault
and shear planes, is t¥c-rich schist. These schists, where
they are massive and without intensive foliation; form the
raw material for many/of the "steatite" artifacts from
coastal California. Furthermore, many site reports list
Catalina Island as the "source area". Given our goal of
reconstructing as much as possible of the life-ways of the
California Indians, this approach leaves much to be
desired.
Talc-bearing rocks are extremely complex associations
of different (and often diagnostically significant) minerals
and genetic processes. For instance while talc and
related minerals such as pyrophyllite, anthophyllite,
chlorite, etc., may, in coastal California, be associated
with alteration of the Ultrabasic rocks in the Franciscan
Formation, talc in a very massive pure form also occurs as

/nqueries
s.o.s.
Does anyone have knowledge of any college, museum,
or other institution, organization, or individual, who may
have excavated in Morro Bay on property now occupied by
the PG&E power plant? All tidbits, othet than the Clemmer
project of 1961, are urgently needed for an EIR and proposed
research design. Please communicate:
R. S. GREENWOOD
725 Jacon Way
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272
(213) 454-3091
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the hydrothermal alteration product .of dolomite· along the
east side of the Sierra Nevada near Big Pine. In addition,
an association similar to that in the Fraciscan occurs
locally along the western foothills of the Sierra Nevada in
a belt extending from Tulare to Tuolumne County.
Southern California also has several sources of talcbearing rocks in the Santa Ana Mountains of Orange
County and in the metamorphosed volcani_cs of San D i e .
County. All of this implies that there are numerous
',;
sourc::e areas of rock suitable for carving and that while the '
rocks from these areas are surficially similar they may in
fact contain mineral assemblages which will provide a
good "fingerprint" leading to the recognition of a more
specific source.
For instance, let's take th€ case of a number of large
tubular stone beads recovered from a burial excavated
several years ago at the mouth of Malibu Canyon. -The
Material was a green, moderately soft rock and was
immediately given the field classification of steatite.
All eyes then turned automatically to gaze across the fogshrouded channel toward the misty outlines of Catalina.
Subsequent analysis, however, revealed that the beads
were carved from a very pure chlorite, of a type found in
numerous lenses in the low grade metamorphic rocks of the
Pelona Schist that form an extensive series of ridges and
low hills in the vicinity of Palmdale in the Antelope
Valley. The outcrops of this chlorite are still available.
In fact, one modern craftsman associated with the UCLA
Archaeological Survey uses this material to replicate beads,
bowls, and pipes that match in quality and composition
many of the finest coastal artifacts.
It is important to remember that artifacts from the
talc-bearing rocks from Catalina are in fact extremely
common in California coastal sites and may be easily
recognized on the basis of their unusually high content of
anthophyllite (seen as small radiating bundles of needlelike crystals) and abundant muscovite mica. It s oould
be kept in mind that this is a unique locality and that o t . ,
mainland sources of talc-bearing and related rocks were
available for the production of carved stone objects.
Recognition of these sources based on associations of
specific minerals is worthy of further study.
Having thrown enough rocks for a while, our next
chapter will focus on post-glacial cltmatic change along
the California coast: if so ••• how much?

UPDATES - DEL NORTE CO.; TSURAI, PG & E
Several recent NEWSLETTER items need correction in the
light of recent events" l) The proposed archaeological
survey of Del Norte County (Vol. 7 No. l p. S) has not been
funded by the County Board of Supervisors. At the same time,
the Del Norte Indian Welfare Association and the Northwest
Indian Cemetery Protective Asso.ciation have proposed a
county ordinance requiring full protection of all archaeological sites under terms of the .Environmental Quality Act.
The Board has taken the Indian proposal under study, and
some definite decision is expected soon. 2) The Yurok
town Tsurai (Vol. 7 No. 1 p, 10) has been at least
temporarily saved from destruction at the Ji.ands of land
developers, primarily as a"!:esult of vigorous action by the
Yurok and their supporters. 3) Pacific Gas and Electric
Co has delayed- possibly for as much as 2 years initiation of environmental studies on the- _pr.g;wsetl biablo
Canyon Units 3 & 4 transmission system (Vol. 6 No. 6 P. 7),
which includes a significant archaeological element.
PG&E apparently wants time to assess the effects of
•
Prop. 20 before it makes decisions about nuclear generator
construction and related studies.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ARCHAEOLOGY
Lynne Frey, Hayward elementary school teacher,
reports that "Hillviewcrest Elementary School in Hayward
had its third annual Friendship Week Jan. 29 through
Feb. 2. We tried to couple two concepts-- n<:1mely,
the interesting and unique aspects of various cultures
with the oneness and brothernood of all men!" Among
other activities towards this end, the classes were
exposed to archaeology and California Indian culture from
the past. Lynne writes that "your suggestion of the
Coyote Hills people was great- one of the highlights of
the week ..• Worm Kidder and Wallace Cromwell, the
naturalists from Coyote Hills Regional Park, were at
school for three days with dioramas and artifacts
illustrating Ohlone Indian history. They did some fine
inductive lessons that caused the kids to think through an
experience like living off the land."
The problems of teaching anthropology and archaeology
at the 9th grade level are described in the following
paper written :by Gloria Outman·, teacher of social studies
and archaeology in a San Jose junior high school, for the
Bay Area Teachers of Anthropology-sponsored workshop
in February on "Cultural Evolution".
·
JBLEMS IN TEACHING ANTHROPOLOGY AND
. .nrt CHAE OLOGY

•

•

There are many problems that arise when teaching a
ourse in anthropology and archaeology. A few of these are
the problems of finding materials with which to teach at
the level of ninth grade students. The interest among the
students is keen but to find, reading materials at their
level has been an almost impossible task. A basic text
which covers generally the .concepts and content desired
has not come to my attention and I would most strongly
desire such informatio:-i. Most of the books are aimed at
top h~gh school students or college-oriented students and
I find that many students who do :iot have these capabilities are very interested in the subject. However, I have
found some good audio-visual materials such as sound
filmstrips which are both very informative and inten:sting.
However, it is difficult to find good films covering such
a course. Part of this is, of course, due to the fact that
many school districts are not ready to adopt courses in
anthropology and archaeology as part of their curriculum
and have not purchased such materials.
This brings us to the next problem I mentioned above,
that of the attitudes of people within the school, district,
and community toward such courses. Many feel that this
is a controversial area and that it is best not to disturb
the community by ·introducing such courses to students at
this level. For instance, I must get parent per!)1it forms
+...,r students wishing to take my course in archaeology. I
,o get calls from parents asking that I also teach the
religious pqint of view. This they do before they even
consult me as to the theories and concepts I am teaching.
Because of these attitudes, I find the administration not
too wil.ling to provide such a course and unwilling in some·
nstances to recognize the real value of such courses.
Other teachers, as well, are not so ready to accept such
courses in their departments either as they feel inadequate

in this field and this leads us to another problem.
Most teachers have little if any background in
anthropology and archaeology and are, therefore, threate:ied
if such courses become an accepted part of the curriculum.
This is due to the fact that they might be put in a position
of having to teach such courses at some time and do not
have the desire to put in the time and effort necessary to
get the background needed. Also, the lack of available
materials does not encourage the teaching of anthropology
and archaeology because a greater responsibility is placed
on the teacher to have a good background in these areas.
The final problem I intend to cover is .that of the
difficulty of teaching some of the concepts i:ivolved to
this grade level. Students at this age like nice neat
answers to questions and get frustrated when confronted
with abstract concepts such as culture, societies,
institutions, anthropology, archaeology, etc. iUso,
related to this is trying to teach students that there are
differing opinio:-is on certain topics and that they can not
accept only one and still have a good rounded view of the
whole subject area.
·
These are only a few of the problems one encounters
when teaching courses such as anthropology a:-id
archaeology. However, a_s I have stated, the greatest
difficulty I have encountered is the availability of materials
geared to the grade and ability level of students in their
early high school years.

DISTRICT 11 HIGHWAY PROGRAM
Since the last issue of the NE\l'ISLETTER, tremendous
changes have been shifting around in San Diego County.
The San Diego Museum of Man no longer wishes to be
involved in anything as controversial as environmental
impact work. For this reason, the District 11 Headquarters
for Highway Surveys was moved to California State
University, San Diego.
That institution is developing an impact and survey
organization with the San Diego State Foundation. Four
principal archaeologists will be in charge of ·all projects
out of this organization. They are Dr. Lois Lippold, Dr.
M.E. Shutler, Dr. Paul H. Ezell, and Dr. Lawrence
Leach. The District Archaeologist will work under one
of the above "Principal Environmental Investigators".
Ronald V. May, District 11 Archaeologist, will be
. referred to under the SDSF title of "Supervisory Environmental Investigator".
All crew members who sign on to work with this
organization will be ranked on a pay scale which reflects
their skills and background. This does not :iecessarily
mean that one needs an academic degree, but degrees and
experience count. The SEI needs at least 1000 field
hours under an accredited institutional instructor and
500 hours of supervisory experience. An "Associate EI"
needs 500 field hours and 200 .as a supervisor. The
"Assistant EI" needs 100 hours in the field and at least
one paid experience. Finally / there is a category of
"Environmental Trainee," which does not require any
experience at all.
This program has just begun and hopes are quite high
at this time. No official name has been established, nor
have many field projects been completed. It is hoped
that County Government and other local governments will
cooperate. This organization is not meant to compete with
the private enterprise groups. The pay scales are high
because of the great deal of professional expertise
required for the work.
RON MAY

new oomrnam nierarcny headed by the Spanish king; 2) a
reduction in the importance of local native hierarchies
which corresponded with a reduction of the importance of
food stores and facilities controlled by these hierarchies;
3) the introduction of new agricultural and pastoral
technologies along with a reduction in native populations due
to disease which resulted in opportunities for attaining wealth
3rd in a series by
and power on the part of those of "low" birth".
CHESTER KING
In the last issue I illustrated the beads used in the
period at Malibu and presented data ori their relative
.:
In the last issue of the NEWSLETTER I discussed the
frequency. The illustration presented in this article presents
relationship of beads to the maintenance of interaction
information on the sequence of changes in the more common
systems and presented an explanation of the forms of the
types of shell beads. This sequence is the result of
beads used in the late protohistoric period as represented
serriating Malibu grave lots. It was known when the
at the Medea Creek Cemetery. The discussion centered on
serriation was being done that the Medea Olivella disc beads
explaining differences in the forms of beads used at a
were generally smaller than those at Malibu, and had
given time. In this column I shall concentrate on the
perforations of a larger diameter than most beads found at
explanation of differences in the forms of beads used at
Malibu. It was also known that large dis ts, often with
different times .
unground edges, were used in the later Mission period.
The following following dimensions of beads are
The use of Olivella wall disc diameters in serriating the
hypothesized to be directly related to the organization of
beads lots was confirmed by regular changes in the sizes
interaction sys terns .
of other types of beads as well as by the occurrence of scme
1. Manner of display- a) strung face to face orb) strung
bead types such as Olivella cap beads and historic lipped
edge to edge or c) used as applique on baskets, bags, etc.
variants in only specific segments of the Malibu sequence.
The shape of beads is related to these uses: for example,
Beads made from or including the callus of the Olivella
rectangular in applique~ circular beads strung in a series
shell become very rare early in the Historic period at
face to face~ and thicker circular beads can be more easily
some time between 1769 and 1785. At the same time glass
strung edge to edge.
trade beads began to be frequently used. The distribution
2. Shaping- peripheral shaping and perforation size and
of glass beads in the Malibu cemetery in all areas was
also similar to the distribution of Olivella callus beads in
shape are ;-elated to production costs and degree of
the Medea Creek cemetery.
elaboration of form .
It is interesting that as the Indians became incorporated
3. Size- amount of displayed surface per manufacturing
into the Spanish missions and local estates, the use of
effort. Dimensions of size range from bulky to refined.
glass beads decreased in relationship to native made beacs
4.
This also r::orrelated with a change in the value of glass
beads in relationship to shell beads indicated by historic
5. Hardness- a bead type has an increased value when
. accounts.
·
·
the material is hard to work.
Olivella wall discs which were concentrated in che
6. Extraction Costs- reflects how difficult the material
Center and West areas of Medea Creek Cemetery were use.A
is to obtain,
in increasing frequen~y during the historic time period.
T. Distance traveled from manufacturing or from material
Olivel!a wall discs were found in all areas of the Malibu
Cemetery and their use was no longer restricted to
source.
specific cemetery areas as they were at Medea Creek. At
Changes in any of the above dimensions are related to
the same time wall discs increased in frequency. Their
changes in the contexts in which. beads were used. In the
diameters became greater; the size of their perforation
last issue I discussed the role of beads in regulating flows
decreased (later slightly increased following the Malibu
between stores, especially food stores, in prehistoric
sequence) and the edges of beads were less finely ground
California. I am here hypothesizing that changes in the
and had evolved by the end of the Malibu sequence to the
locations and types of food stores correlate with changes in
point where many had unground edges.
.
the forms and frequencies of types of beads used to
The reduction of competitive pressures and the
regulate flows between. stores. The major imPJ.ica·tion of this
increased potential to attain wealth and power seem to be
hypothesis is that if it is correct, it should be possible
correlated with the decrease in the refinement of wall
to describe in detail changes in the distribution of food
discs as well as an increase in the proportion of the
stores and flows between food stores on the basis of
population using them. A high proportion of the burials at
observable changes in the forms of beads.
Malibu had bead lots, where a relatively low proportion of
During any given segment of time usu,aly only a few of
burials at Medea Creek had bead lots.
the above variables change. It is therefore possible to
Small Olivella wall discs and clam and Mytilus discs
view changes through bead lot serriation, postulate causes
and cylinders were concentrated in the Southwest areas of
of the observed changes in beads, and then test for the
the Malibu Cemetery and became even smaller than they
correlation of other data implied by the postulated causes
were in Phase 2. I presently interpret the change in the
of the observed changes·. Such changes might be
size of these beads as a system response to the decrease
technological, or involve ·changes in village distrib1-!tion and
in refinement and the generalized use of medium to large wall
increases in warfare, etc.
disc beads. I have qot yet st.udied the distribution of
Changes in the forms o(beads used in the historic
in
Ti vela and Mytilus tube beads beads at Malibu.
time period in the Santa Monica Mountain area shall be
their forms and frequencies are marked ai: the very
used here to illustrate the hypothesized relationship
of the Historic period and there appears to be relatively
between bead form and changes in the organization of social
little change in their form during the Historic period.
systems.
Possibly some of these changes may be due to the introIn the Santa Monica Mountain area, the historic time
duction of iron tools by .the Spanish and resulting changes
period began around 1769 with the first Spanish land expediin bead 9roduction technologies. In general changes in
tion through the area and ended around 1816 with the virtual
these tvpes are prohably related to the development of
abandonment of native settlements.
Spanish Colonization resulted in 1) the impositior. of a
10
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the specialized lithic procedures at the site, cons ist1ng of
final finishing, there exists a surprising diversity within
the bifacial thinning flake category. Many were removed
by percussion with a hard hammer, judging by the crushed
platform areas; but many were also removed by soft
hammers, likely wooden. The evidence for the latter is
the intact platforms, smooth bulbs, ~nd large contact
area. It appears that hamme.rstones were used initial!• .
detach all of the larger, medium , and many small bifa
trimming flakes, and then a wooden (?) billet was used for.
the final shaping. There was no clear evidence of pressure
flaking encountered.
PAYSON D. SHEETS
March 8, 1973

a more egalitarian social system among Mission Indians·
as well as by other Indian groups experiencing population
reduction and new opportunities ranging from irrigatfon
and winter rain crop agriculture , to cattle and horse
rustling.
In the next issue of the NEWSLETTER I shall present
inform.ation on bead production.

Reports
PIRU CREEK PROJECT
In July of 1972, the State of California Department of
Parks and I(ecreafi6n, unaer a contract from the United
States..Fo.rest Senrfc€i; conducted an archae~logical
survey of the Piro Creek Project area- the site of the
proposed Hardluck Reservoir on upper Piro Creek in the
northeastern portion of Ventura County. A twelve-man
crew from the Northridge Archaeological Research Center
and volunteers from California State University Northri.dge
and the Ventura County Archaeological Society carried out
the field work. A total of twenty-five archaeological
sites were recorded within the five square miles of the
project area.
The twenty-five sites have been tempor"1rily classified
into six types, ranging from small flake scatters to what
appears to have been a large se.asonal base camp.
All twenty-five sites were systematically surface·
collected. Three of the sites were disturbed enough to
·warrant collection only in quadrants, while the remaining
sites (excluding Ven-276) were intensively collected in
10 x 10 surface meter frames. Over four hundred and
twenty 10 x 10 meter frames with cultural items were
collected. It is roughly e:stimated that close to 10, 000
cultural items were collected from the twenty-five sites.
This material is presently under analysis.
A small rockshelter with basketry (Ven-276} was
located in the conglomerate formation about 7. 5 meters
directly above Piru Creek. The rockshelter is about
20 meters in length and a'pproximately 2. 5 meters deep
and 2. 5 meters in height at the opening, but tapers
inward. Two large basketry fra·gments which represent
what appears to have been a large st0r.age basket were
removed from the surface of the shelter during the
initial survey. The basketry is coiled and was manufactured by the fiber bunch technique with split willow
stitching.
During the last week of l97Z, this.rockshi=lter was
excavated in order to recover additional basketry fragments
and material for flotation and fauna! analysis. Preliminary
reports are that the shelter. contained remains of possibly
as many as three different baskets. Data obtained from
the shelter is currently under analysis.
HERRICK E. HANKS
January 13, 1973

TEST EXCAVATIONS AT THE }vifAY SITE, SEIAD VALLEY

One portion of the field work program undertaken by the
Michigan State University Klamath River Project in the
summer of 1972 was a test excavation of a Late Period
habitation site in Seiad Valley, western Siskiyou County,
California. This site is listed as ?Asapftvu.nup or Site No.
l in William Bright's Karok Languaae, University of
California Publications in Linguistics, Vol. 13, 1957. It is
given as the most upstream village of the Karok people,
but several ethnogr:aphic sources question this attribution.
There is evidence that the village was a frontier community
. whose population was bilingual, which obtained wives from
both Karok and Shasta settlements, and which was regarded
as a cultural backwater by both the Karok and Shasta
(cf. C. Holt, 1946, Shasta Ethnography, University of
California Anthropological Records, Vol. 3, No. 4.- pp. 3012, for example). Ho1t suggests that the area may have been
populated by a small sub-cultural enclave of Shastan
sp~akers iomewhat like the Konomihu.
Our testing involved four five-foot-square units within
a grid system covering 10, 000 square feet. Although the·
site's limits cover at least ten times that area, surface
indications are sporadic, so an arbitrary sampling grid •
100 feet on a side was imposed on the site next to the
Klamath River, and four grid units were chosen using
random numbers tables. Random sampling for such. a
small sample was done.primarily as an exercise for the
students. The pits were excavated in six-inch levels to
sterile, using trowels and shovels to remove matrix, and a
1/4 mesh screen for each p1t to recover materials .not
recovered in situ. As a control measure, a six inch cube
was removed intact from each -level of each pit for laboratory
segregation and analysis.
·
The May Site appears to be a two-occupation Late
Period riverine habitation site. The excavated materials
yielded no fauna! evidence for fishing, and scant amounts
of land mammal remain:?, but the control samples have
provided substantial remains of fish which have been
tentatively identified as king salmon, silver salmon,
steelhead trout and lamprey. The small collection (ca. 500
artifacts) which was recovered is made up primarily of
retouch flakes of imported obsidian and local white
quartzite. Most of the retouched tools are small, unifacially
SURFACE COLLECTION ANALYSIS
worked flake scrapers and small bifaces. Of the six
obsidian projectile points recovered, two were "Gunther
Payson Sheets has recently completed the analysis of
Island" style barbed types and the rest were contracting stem
materials collected during an archaeological survey of the
points. No shell beads ·or other diag.nostic types were
Van Vleet Exchange, Sierra National Forest. A single,
small archaeological site was encountered at an elevation of recovered, with the exception of a mica pendant fragment.
No architectural remains were encountered.
3840 feet, located approximately one mile southwest of
Analysis of spatial distributions of artifacts indicatt. .,
Pine Ridge. A full 75% of the chipped stone debitage
desciete clustering both horizontally and vertically, but the
(obstdian) was composed of sm<:ill bifacial trimming flakes,
functions of clusters is not yet known. It is presently
indicating tliat most chipping was involved in the final
suggestedthat the site was a seasonal habitatio~ site,
•
stages of finishing bifacially flaked implements.
occupied both as a winter camp and for the exploitation of
Cortex was encountered on less than 2% of the sample,
anadromous fish runs durin9 the fall and middle spring.
another indication that most preforming was performed
Analvsis of excavated materials is underway at Michigan
elsewhere (at the quarry or at intermediate sites). Despite
Stat~ University. A report on the excavations is to be filed
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with the SCA Archives by late Spring.
JOSEPH L. CHARTKOFF
KERRY K. CHARTKOFF
Dept. of Anthropology
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan
February, 1973
fA CATALINA ISLAND PROJECT
. Toward the end of February the Archaeological Survey
spent ten days in the field excavating a large rockshelter
on Catalina Island. This was the first major project on the
Island in several years, and it is the beginning of a new
series of excavations and analysis planned by UCLA students.
The focus of work in 1973 will be on the quarrying of steatite.
We hope to pin down when the manufacture and trading of
steatite reached the point that large amounts of energy were
being expended to quarry the material.
In conjunction with this program a special studies course
in Catalina Archaeology will be offered by Clement Meighan
and Nelson Leonard. Students that participate will analyze
and prepare a report on materials that have been excavated by
UCLA crews during the last few years. Reports completed
during this course will be combined into a publication on
Catalina Island Archaeology. Plans are being finalized for
summer research on the Island. Although the site has not
been chosen, it will be a village that dates between .SOD A. D.
to 1500 A. D.
NELSON LEONARD III
UCLA Archaeological Survey
.

•

~~

KITCHEN CREEK PROJECT

Recent surveys with Mr. Richard Adams of the US
For-""st Service have revealed a site alon\of the path of
V a y 8 0, which is being expanded into Interstate 8.
This section had originally been cleared by survey work
salvage in 1971, but some.how this sl.te was missed.
large Kumeyai village is particularly important in
•
ertaining the early relationships of the Hakataya
Folk Root in Southern California.
An emergency survey was called and the site was
determined to be salvageable. A directive to the Desi.in
Engineer, Mr. James Larsen, informed him of the site.
Larsen and Mr. Gene Calman then arranged with the
construction company to avoid that site area until late
October. Ronald V. May, District Archaeologist, and
Mr. Fred Warn, Division of Highways, then arranged for
a one-day testing of the site.
The testing revealed that the site contained quantities
of ceramics which may date back to the earliest
penetration of the Hakataya Folk Tradition into the region.
It was decided that a salvage operation will be planned
for this summer.
The proposal will be presented to the State Division
of Highways through the San Diego State Foundation.

Dr. Paul H. Ezell will act as Principal Environmental
Investigator and Ronald V. May as the Supervisory
Environmental Investigator (field director). At least
eight weeks of excavation and field analysis are planned.
It is possible that the US Forest Service will extend
the project outside the project limits to salvage portions
of the site which will be impacted by construction of the
Pacific Crest Trail.
Applications in the form of resumes are being
accepted at the Department of Anthropology. Send them
to Mr. Ronald V. May, Cal State U. , San Diego, CA
92 ll5. It is expected that about fifteen persions will be
needed. A cook and bottle washer will also be hired.

NEWSLETTER OF LITHIC TECHNOLOGY
The NEWSLETTER OF LITHIC TECHNOLOGY was
initiated last year as an aid to communication among
researchers concerned withproduction and use of stone
tools. Publishea three times a year, the letter carries
news of current'research, reviews, and notices of
relevant publications and films, papers presented at
professional meetings, courses offered in the field and
brief articles of technical nature. Subscriptions
($2.00) and notices for publication should be sent to
the NEWSLETTER OF LITHIC TECHNOLOGY, Lab of Anth,
Washington State U., Pullman, WA 99163.

REPUBLICATION DELAYED
A number of requests have been received for republication
of GOVERNMENT AND ARCHAEOLOGY, the SCA' s popular
first publication. The Publication Committee continues to
stall around on this matter, because we feel that G & A
would require complete re-writing to catch up with today's
legal situation, which remains sufficiently fluid that the
new version would probably go quickly out-of-date again.
We prefer to wait at least another six months or so to see
what oecomes of the Moss-Bennett legislation and the
recommendations of the California Archaeological Task
Force. In the meantime we are providing the enclosed
resume of pertinent laws for easy reference by readers.
.c'or more detailed synopses, please see C.R. McGimsey' s
PUBLIC ARCHAEOLOGY (Seminar Press, New York, 19 72).
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE
January 5, 1973

CURRENT FIELDWORK
EDITOR'S NOTE: The purpose ot this column is to provide
a permanent record of all archaeology done in the state.
Pl
? help us make this list complete by submitting the
fol1uwing information on a regular basis: NAME OF PROJECT,

NATURE OF PROJECT (SURVEY, EXCAVATION, SALVAGE,
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT, ETC.) COUNTY,
DIRECTOR, AND WHERE THE DATA IS LOCATED.

PROJECT

LOC.11.TION

DIRECTOR

DATES

DATA AVAILABLE

Mill Creek Survey

Yana-Yahi Territory

Miley Ho.Iman,
for US Forest Service
Mike Moratto, for
Div. of Highways

current

A.E. Treganza Museum

Jan. 1973

A.£. Treganza Museum

. n o m a Valley Survey

Sonoma County

L'S Army Presidio
Excavations

San Francis co Co.

Surveys: Poway, San
Marcos, La Mesa, Chula
Vista, Alpine, Spring
Valley, Solana Beach,
La Jolla
Highways 15, 76 surveys
Highways 52, 125
Panorama Hills survey
National City survey
Pacheco Ranch Site
salvage excavations
Pine Ridge District
survey
Mission San Diego de
Alcala
Carrizo-Jojoba survey
MarysvilleDam, Yuba River
Drainage surveys
Temelec Unit A subdivision
Anadel State Park
PleasantAve., N.
Feature Homes tract,
Burbank Gardens devel.
General Plan surveys and
computer-mapping
Rt. 128 Napa River Crossing

Marin Co.
Sierra Natl. Forest
San Diego Co.
Anza- Borrego
Yuba Co.
Sonoma Valey,
Sonoma Co.
Sonoma Co.
Sebastopol,
Sonoma Co.
Sebastopol,
Sonoma Co.
Napa Valley

Summerfield Heights (lnspection Santa Rosa
during construction &
recording of destroyed site)
Ventura Co.
Ven-294 excavations

'Mike Moratto and
R. Heglar 1 for
US Army
Ron May and M.
Ryzdynski

Sept. 19 72

A. E. Treganza Museum

current

Cal. State U., San Diego

Ron May
K. Gurcke
Tim Gross
J. Germeshaussen

Cl41ent
current
current
current

Billy Clewlow
Betty Georke
Payson Sheets, for
US Forest Service
Dr. Ray Brandes &
James R, Moriarty
Robert Begole
Donald Storm

current

U.S.F.

May or June

Cal. State U. , Fresno

since 1966

U. of San Diego

2nd year
Fall 1972
Spr. 1974
current

State Parks and Recreation
Calif. State U. at
Sacramento
Cal. State Coll. , Sonoma

T. King

•

R. King, S. King
T. King
T. King
T. King
T. King

Bob Lopez

A.E. Treganza Museum
Calif. State Coll., Sonoma

tviarch

Moorpark College
(MCASA)

The Society for California Archaeology, Inc. , is a nonMargaret Weide, Long Beach State
profit scientific and educational organization dedicated
College, Long Beach 90801
to promoting the interests of California Archaeology.
Cent. Calif. Coast: Bob Gibson, Cueston Star Rt.,
Paso Robles, CA
All statements in the NEWSLETTER, a bi-monthly
North Calif. Coast: Torn King, 830 Dexter Street,
publication, do not necessarily reflect the opinion of
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
the SCA unless said statements are signed by the
Pay son Sheets, Calif.
Society's President and Executive Committee. All
State University, Fresno, CA 93710
other statements are the opinions of the Editorial staff
Dean Gaumer, 1205 L. St.,
of of the person(s) and/or organizations whose name
Davis, CA 95616
appears below each statement.
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